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Cool crosswords that teach kids how to spell! Here's an entertaining way for children to sharpen
their word skills while they solve delightful crossword puzzles. Twenty-five charmingly illustrated
crosswords feature pictures of four different subjects — from toys and animals to storybook
characters. Helpful hints show little puzzlers where to write in correct letters. And when they are
done, each page can be colored. It's the fun-filled way to learn how to spell!

About the AuthorActivision Publishing, Inc. was founded in 1979 as the first independent video
game software developer and distributor. Today, the company is a leading worldwide developer,
publisher and distributor of interactive entertainment and leisure products for a variety of
platforms.
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Ann P. Wilson, “Very positive experience. Because I am using the book to help a friend learn
English I would have preferred the pictures to be more explicit, less "cartoonish" and more true
to the look of the subject. However, my friend is delighted with his little book and is doing the
puzzles in pencil so that he can erase the answers after he completes the book and go back to
the beginning and do them again! In this way he can learn and then test himself when he's done
them all. We shall probably order another crossword book, slightly more advanced, we hope,
until his English is just right - enough of an accent to be interesting and charming but good
enough so that he is understood and can handle various matters pertaining to Life in general
and in the United States of America in particular (one of the words slightly challenging for him)!
The choice of images and words learned in doing the puzzle seems quite clever and pertains to
life as lived by the average person enough that the answers come fairly easily - this gives a
sense of success which encourages the worker of the puzzle to go on to the next and then the
next - very good.  Thank you for the little book - I look forward to the next one!”

HIGH STREET, “Good for kids. Bought this for my great nephew.  He loves puzzle books.”

JMKrass, “Nice "Intro to Crosswords" for Kids. Possibly Too Easy.. Thicker than expected
(maybe 80 pages or so).Useful as first crossword for kids (~6-8 years).Clues not written. Simply
match pictures to open spaces.Each page is a sparse grid of about 6 words (not a dense grid of
dozens you might see in normal "easy crosswork" books from gas stations)7-year old with good
reading skills found this extremely easy.  Will save for younger sister when the turns 6.”

Karen Grimshaw, “Great Book for the 1st crosswoard. Perfect for 5 -6 year old, only missing was
the words, My 6 year old grand daughter Loved the size the of the book, and all pictures once I
put the words next to the pictures was able to complete the book in less then one hour. Need to
buy more books.  It was a good beginning.”

D O, “cute and fun. The Dover activity books are tiny, but just the right size to pop into your bag
when going out to a restaurant or waiting area with your kiddo. I like this crossword book
because instead of written hints, the hints are pictures, so the child can look and guess instead
of your having to read every line. That is also an occasional downside, because the child
sometimes might not know what an item is...but that's where guessing context from the puzzle
words comes in. I bought this as part of an Amazon.com 4-for-3 sale promotion, and I thought
the price was worth the time we would get out of the book.”

Jim Feist, “Loved it. Good price and delivery”

Tigerlily101, “Very Good Crossword Puzzles for 5+ Children.. We have quite a collection of the



Dover Little Activity Books. I love their compact handbag friendly sizes plus their easy and fun
exercises for little ones. This "My First Crossword Puzzle Book" is a very good book to take
along to a restaurant keeping children occupied. The level of difficulty is just about right for my 5
year old son to work on it by himself without help. My little boy loved this little book and enjoyed
guessing and spelling the words. Excellent value for money!”

Sarah Mackfall, “Kids present. Child loved it”

JNED, “jned. This is a really great little treasure to keep a 5 year old who is just getting
comfortable with spelling for themselves entertained for hours.It got us through a long plane ride.
The clues are picture based, and while some are very easy, others the little ones do need to
think about.Nice and small booklet for little hands to carry around. My daughter is very proud of
her work, I highly recommend this for a first time crossword experience.”

x, “Good but very small. Puzzles were good for my 5 year old, although sometimes there were
some American English words for example candy versus sweets which she couldn't get. I knew
it would be small from reading the other reviews but it was so small it was a little awkward for her
to handle.  But still did the job.”

The book by Cavan Scott has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 516 people have provided feedback.
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